
hr. Erwin Knoll, editor 	 3/11/90 
The Progressive 
409 East Main St., 
Madison, ta 53703 

sear Ervin Knoll, 

Yeebogin your letter of the fifth by referring to our previous correspondence about 
what the Progressive has published about the State of Israel and then say, "I see little 
point in reviving the debate." ghat "debate"? There has been none in our exchange of 
lettelknd there sure as hell has never been any in any issue of your magaAne or Havaaky's 
that I can recall. The one-sidedness, the lack of any mention-of anything other than abuse 
of Arabs, presented as an Israeli monop7y; and the editorial intent not to inform your 
readers of anything else ie preCisely the reason I wrote you. 

There is too much truth in the criticisms you make, which reasonable people cannot 
deny, but they lack balance, perspotive and context. Although your criticisms are justified 
and to a degree I do and have always shared them, you exaggerate and at the same time over-
simplify to the point where they are - aid I mean no insult, I mean constructive criticism,- 
they are dishonest. As an editor and as a writer you have published one side of a tragic 
controversy. There is no way your reader, if he lacks personal knowledge, can have the 
faintest glimmer of the real problems that do exist and their potential. A terrible, 
terrible potential. Or why this awful situation ELListi today. 

OyYou say you a proud Jew" yet in pretending to "demand better" of the Israeli gov-
ernment you place all the blame and responsibility for the frightful reality on Israeli 
gevernmentsand not even the smallest bit anywhere else. The actuality, as you well know, 
is that the only reason there is any controversy there today is because the Muslim world 
created it with the explicit intent of seeing to it that there is no State of Israel living 
In-peace-and security within-guaranteed and-secumborders. 

aside from Sadat's .egypt, what Muslim government has made peace with the State of 
Israel and why has not a single one of theM? Does any dare after what happened to Sadat and 
before him abdullah and to all the others of lower authority or no authority who dared dis-
cuss living in peace with a State of Israel? 

Does any government insist on a state of war because it wants peace? 

If the PLO ;,ants paace, why does it persist in preserving the exact opposite in its 
charter? If Arafat, as our govemment pretends, assured the peaceful existence of the State 
of Israel, wijy did he not say "state" and instead referred only to "people?" You surely 
know thht if he had assured the peaceful existent _of' the State of Israel he'd not be alive 
today. Ii' he meant it, which his records provides no reason to believe. 

From what you have published, has any of your readers any basis for knowing that there 
is a Palestinian state ana that more than 75 percent of the Palestine territory and nothing 
else is what that state consists of? 

I have never been to Israel and I have no I6raeli friends. But I have a dear friend 
who manage* to survive a number of pogroms and who goes there regularly and has Palestinian 
Arab friends who refute your representation of "cruel and barbarous treatment" of all Pales- 

a? 
Have you compared Israel's defects with those of its Neighbors or those of other 

42slim states? What one Muslim state In al democratic? What Muslim state has a Jewish legis-
lator?-('Even assuming that :there are those with the kind of freedoL ue associate with the 
existence of a legislature.) The Israeli legislator with greatest io seniority is an Arab. 

You portray Is:'ael as the only racistO state in the area. You have to know that is 
not true and that all the Muslim states are racist. Atness all the Jews they refuse to 
allow to leave, for one thing. 
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lou get so carried away in your passionate refusal to confront a single issue 
that you sugi:est I was not sincere in referring to my "respect for the many fine things" 
you and Navasky have done. Yiu demean yourself in this. 

You then say I "ought to contemplate the possibility that in the Latter we are not 
deviating from our custary set if values bUt affirming it." 

There is no other matter I can recall on which you Lboth) have been so one-sided 
adn have sought to keep your readers in ignorance of everything except what you believe. 

There is no other matter you could treat as you treat this one and hope to survive. 

You refer to your criticisms of our government. Need I remind you of mine? There is 
no perfect government and ours, increasingly in my lifetime, which I think  may be a little 
longer than yours, ours deserves more criticism. 1: have written much about ours but it is 
not 100 percent criticism and all my criticism is clearly of constructive intent. 11Y writing 
has been on controversial subjects. 	written about thousands of people by name. and I've 
gotten more than 15,000 unsolicited letters from strangers when it was not easy even to 
Bet my address most of the time. But I've not gotten a single complaint from anyone who 
protested that . had treated him or the matter in which he was involved unfairly. 

I do not believe that your or Navasky's or your publications values are represented 
by what you publish about the State of Israel. If I did, I'd not subscribe and I'd not 
send you both small contributions and I'd not give your magazines to those who do not 
subscribe to them. 

I' is precisely because of the respe t I du have for the many fine things you both 
have done that I wonder how you can be so one-sided, I think so dishonest to yourselves 
and to your readers and the obligations you bear trusting readers. 

I did not even s,zgest that you shoulu not criticize the policies of the State 
01-14maal..(and-d2.1141,ve-you,th.,-banfit-of. 	thinking-you-meant somel-net-what-yem saidy-a11)1.-- 
and I can't remember any Israeli government some of whose policies I did not criticize. I 
an not at all sympathetic to Shamir or what he represents, or the Sharon or Kahanes. I did 
suggest and I do mean you you are unbalanced to the point of dishonesty and that wha,You 
have published is entirely unfair and unreal. 

I also do not practien the religion into which I wad born, haven't since bar mitzvah. 
But I try to live by our ancient belief and tradition and i hope this is reflected in my 
writing Ana my criticisms .611 my defenses of our government against unfair criticism of it. 

So I won't be able to pray for you in schul. But I hope for you and your reputation 
and perhaps, in time, your self-respect, that you can bring yourself to genuinely think 
this through and not just react in passion and in anger. 

ask yourself, instead of spouting off at me, if you have been fair and honest, if 
you have imposed upon the trust of trusting readers, if they have any way of understanding 
from what you publish what the realities are in that tortured area. Iou might try to think 
about whether another holocaust may yet come. and if it does, what could have contributed 
to it or made it more likely. 

Sineerely, 

' I  
k tl,„/ %- 

Harold Weisberg 
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409 EAST MAIN STREET, MADISON, WI 53703 

March 5, 1990 

Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 21701 

Dear Harold Weisberg: 

Thanks for your letter of February 28. You and I have 
corresponded before about Israel, and I see little point in 
reviving the debate, since you accuse me once again of engaging 
in a "campaign against the State of Israel." (Would you, I 
wonder, characterize my criticism of U.S. Government policies as 
a "campaign against the United States"?) 

a§aerUm-klial-Ya Nurak30 4.3.1-exg-0411-01.PA---- — 
"reflect some probably entirely unrecognized inner hatred." 
Navasky can speak for himself, but I am very tired of being told 
that any Jew who criticizes the policies of the Israeli 
government must be "self-hating." 

I've been to Israel, and I've visited the Occupied 
Territories. What I hate is the bigotry directed at all Arabs, 
and the cruel and barbarous treatment of the Palestinians. 
You're right, of course, when you imply that in these matters 
Israel behaves no worse than any other nation would. But I 
happen to be a Jew--a proud Jew--and I have a right to demand 
better of a government that insists it has a claim on my 
allegiance. 

If you have, as you say, "respect for the many fine things" 
Navasky and I have done, you ought to contemplate the possibility 
that in this matter we are not deviating from our customary set 
of values but affirming it. 

Erwin Knoll 
Editor 
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608/257-4626 


